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Bracelet APP installation

Please use your Android phone in Google Play, App Store, Huawei App Market, and iPhone Search the FunKeep
application in the App Store; or scan the QR code to download and install the APP.
Android devices support Android5.0 and above systems, and support mainstream Android smarts with Bluetooth
4.0 and above Capable phone;
Apple devices support ios8.0 and above systems and support iPhone6S and above models

 Appearance Description

Assemble and Wear

a.Take out the bracelet, adjust the size to fit the wrist according to the adjustment hole, and buckle the wrist strap;
b.The sensor should be close to the skin and avoid moving so that the heart rate and temperature of the bracelet
can be accurately detected;
c. Raise your hand or rotate your wrist to brighten the screen.

Connection Binding



This bracelet Is a dual Bluetooth music call bracelet. To use all functions, you need to bind two Bluetooth (APP
Bluetooth and native system audio Bluetooth)

1. APP Bluetooth connection method: download FunKeep, turn on the phone Bluetooth, enter the APP device

interface, Search for ZW23 and click Bind. After the binding is successful, data can be synchronized, except for

playing music and calling All functions outside. (Do not search and bind directly in the system Bluetooth)

2. The audio Bluetooth connection mode of the local system: enter the mobile phone system Bluetooth, search for

Audio_ZW23, enter Line connection. (If you cannot find it, please pull down the status bar on the main interface

of the bracelet, switch the switch once, and turn on the sound Band Bluetooth; If you find that the audio

Bluetooth does not connect back during use, you can also use this method), the binding is successful After

that, you can play music and answer calls.

Android system permission settings

Note: The use of the Android system requires application permissions on the mobile APP to be fully used.

1. Click (Settings Management) on the main interface, and then click Permission Management);

2. Respectively enter (application permissions)-(notify usage rights)-(application protection lock) to enable all

permissions.



How to turn on Bluetooth for bracelet audio

In the pull-down state of the main interface of the bracelet, click the phone icon in the red box to turn on the audio
Bluetooth. After successfully binding with the system Bluetooth, a small headset icon will appear on the main
interface.

Operation

a. To use the bracelet for the first time, long press the side button to turn it on.
b. When the screen is off, you can touch the screen or tap the side button to turn on the screen.

Charge

(Do not use a current greater than 1A for charging)
Please use the supplied charger to align The metal contacts on the back of the bracelet, Connect the other end of



the charger to the USB charger.

Function and display

Main interface switch (long press on the main interface to switch themes, swipe right to enter the menu options)



1. After the Bluetooth of the bracelet audio and the Bluetooth of the mobile phone are successfully connected,

you can answer and make calls. (The audio Bluetooth name is: Audio_2W23)

2. You can synchronize mobile phone contacts to the bracelet address book in the APP.

3. Please do not leave the bracelet more than 5 meters away from the phone during a call. otherwise, the ca.l

quality will be affected.

Body temperature measurement: After wearing the bracelet for 10 minutes, click to enter the body
temperature field Surface measurement

1. The bracelet is easily affected by the outside temperature, which will affect the measurement results. Please do

not place it in the sun or under air conditioning measuring.

2. Measured 30 minutes after bathing, the water temperature will cause the body surface temperature to deviate

from the actual temperature, and the measurement is not accurate.

Product measurement results are for reference only, not as a basis for diagnosis and treatment.

Detailed introduction of sports mode



Note: Since the technical method of each exercise mode is different, in order to count more accurately, please do
the relative exercise state.

Basic parameters

Screen size: 1.69 inches
Screen resolution: 240 280
Waterproof rating: I P67
Battery capacity: 200mAh
Standby power consumption: standby 15 days, normal use 3-5 days
Bluetooth type: Bluetooth 4.0, Bluetooth 3.0
Font push type: multi-language font
Support APP: FunKeep
Charging voltage: 5.0V
Charging current: 150MA

Band information language support: Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, Japanese, Thai, Spanish,
German, Italian, French, Russian, Portuguese Mobile phone system requirements: support iPhone 6S and above
models with ios8.0 and above; compatible Android 5.0 and above, and Android smartphones  that support
Bluetooth 4.0
Exercise record: step count, exercise time, exercise mileage, calorie consumption, sleep monitoring, save 30-day
exercise, sleep data
Multi-sports modes: walking, running, cycling, climbing, tennis, dancing, skipping rope, treadmill, basketball,
badminton, fitness, spinning, football, yoga, table tennis.
Health monitoring: real-time heart rate measurement (dynamic, static) and timing heart rate monitoring, real-time
temperature measurement and timing temperature monitoring Smart reminder: custom alarm reminder, drinking
reminder, sedentary reminder, incoming call reminder, call rejection message push (SMS/QQ/

.



WeChat/Skype/Facebook/Twitter/Line/WhatsApp/Snapchat/Gmail/other), anti-lost remind.
Other functions: turn the wrist to brighten the screen, one-button physical examination, time display, remote
camera, do not disturb mode setting, find bracelet, music, call function, WeChat sports, custom dial, more dial
opticians, support APP air upgrade.
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